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In the month of march of the year 2012 , I met sister Berardina  , clarisse from the monastery of Saint 

Filippa Mareri in “Borgo San Pietro di Petrella Salto “in the province of Rieti (Giovanni della Petrella was 

That relative who rescued Saint Berardo , taking  him out with a trick from the empty tank in Castel San 

Pietro Romano ,where Pietro Colonna had him locked in from the year 1109).She gave me some documents 

about the life of this character unknown to me . In reading  the book “La baronessa Santa Filippa Mareri “by 

P.Elia Cerafogli ,I was caught by the note n°2 at page 129 which says :…”we should note that the Sinibaldi 

,who already had possessions in Rome and Sabine during the eleventh century…….gave origin to the Mareri 

,as evidenced by Chiappini (document XI ,page 35)…we also know that the castle of Rocca Sinibalda “ (near 

Turano),already founded by Sinibaldi around 1000 a C (C.Verani ,Province of Rieti ,page 135-136) 

….,belonged to the Mareri when Filippa was alive” … 

 Having the undersigned “rediscovered “the relationship between Saint Berardo of The Marsi and Saint 

Rosalia (Sinibaldi) ,(“Santa Rosalia di Palermo e San Berardo dei Marsi , Vescovo e Cardinale” ,Albatros il Filo 

Ed.2012 ),I have identified in Saint Filippa Mareri ,disciple of Saint Francesco of Assisi ,first canonized 

Clarisse being Saint Chiara still alive ,a nephew of Saint Rosalia of Palermo  (who turns out to be great-

grand-daughter of Saint Berardo Berardi of the Marsi ) for she is daughter to Filippo Mareri ,who is also 

father of Gentile and Tommaso Mareri (who was the founder of L’Aquila ) ,Filippo who was the son of That 

Sinibaldo Sinibaldi who built Rocca Sinibalda .    

Sinibaldo was the nephew of Berardo ,Count of Colli di Monte Bove  (from the county of the Berardi of 

Celano ), who was in turn the father of Saint Berardo cardinal-bishop  of the Diocese of the Marsi in San 

Benedetto dei Marsi .Therefore a link between the Benedectine and Francescan order (female) ,which also 

passes through Saint Berardo ,as I elaborated in the family tree of this family that dates back to 

Charlemagne . Saint Filippa Mareri is also the Patron of the city of Sulmona . (Sister Berardina knew only a 

few things about Saint Berardo ).  

In the vault of the Chapel-museum De Sangro –Sansevero of Naples  (famous for the marble statue of 

“Christ veiled” ) ,known as “ The glory of Paradise “, Saint Berardo of Teramo ,Saint Odorisio ,Saint Randisio 

, Saint Rosalia ,Saint Filippa and Saint Berardo cardinal of Marsi (not Saint Bernardo da Chiaravalle ,founder 

of the Templars ,as is erroneously considered ) are painted. 

The prince Raimondo de Sangro was a descendant of the Counts Berardi of Marsi. 
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Fortress where Saint Berardo was kept prisoner  . Castel San Pietro Romano (Palestrina). 

 

Family tree of Saint Berardo Cardinal of Marsi ,of Saint Rosalia of Palermo and of Saint Filippa Mareri of 

Borgo San Pietro (Petrella Salto .Rieti ). Elaboration of dr Zazzara Franco Francesco .2012. 

 

Unknown autor ..”La santa minacciata dal fratello Tommaso “, fresco ,end of the XVI early XVII century .-

Chapel of Saint Filippa ,sub-arc ,Monastery of Borgo San Pietro of Petrella Salto (Rieti). 

“Santa Filippa protettrice di Sulmona “, little image ,XVIII-XIX century. 

 

Pescina (Aq) –Ruins of the Church Santa Maria del Popolo –San Berardo ,where the body of Saint Berardo 

Cardinal bishop of the Marsi was kept from 1361 until 1956.    

 

 

 

                                           Translation by Christian Emanuele Zazzara  


